The flexibility
to move.
The strength
to perform.

SAP on Azure
from Fujitsu

A stronger, cloud-based SAP estate can transform the
performance of your business. But migration means
complexity and risk. Getting the move right takes time
and expertise you might not have. And getting it even
a little bit wrong can have severe consequences. Your
business-critical systems might go down. You could lose
data. And suddenly, your reputation could be at risk.
At Fujitsu, we have the knowhow and tools to smooth
your move. We’ve completed hundreds of SAP migrations
and system upgrades for our clients – including largescale moves to SAP S/4 HANA. And we’re trusted,
global partners of both SAP and Microsoft. It means we
can manage the risks while you focus on the rewards,
like improved productivity and business growth.

Simple migration. Fast innovation.
You don’t have to worry about the complexity of moving your SAP landscape into
the cloud. Our SAP-certified experts will help you choose the right solution and
manage it for you. So, you can spend more time improving your business with
your modern, simplified estate.
We’ll then work with you to transform SAP applications and processes, supported
by Microsoft. And we’ll enhance your SAP systems with the latest technologies
from all three partners. Which means you can innovate and grow faster. And your
business will always be gaining new value from a cutting-edge SAP estate.

Good things come in threes.
Your modernization will be handled by unique global partnerships, bringing
together leaders in critical systems, hyperscale cloud and Hybrid IT integration –
all with deep knowledge of each other’s products and services.
And as a SAP-certified and Microsoft Gold Partner, your migration will be in safe hands
with Fujitsu. We’ve worked closely with both providers for over 30 years, implementing
and managing some of the largest SAP and Azure deployments around.
It all means that you’ll get best-in-class IT from the best in the business.

Three leaders. One point of contact.
You’ll have the expertise of three technology leaders behind your
modernization. But there’s only one number to call. We manage
the entire process and partner ecosystem, so you can
simplify, transform and digitalize SAP landscapes.

Why Microsoft?

Why Fujitsu?

■	Gain access to over 100 cloud services, including
enterprise productivity and collaboration tools.

■	We manage over 3,000 SAP systems and 800,000 users.

■	Develop and deploy with global reach, using a proven
hyperscale cloud for SAP systems.

■	One of the largest Azure practices and some of the largest
deployments.
■	Deep knowledge of all areas of Hybrid IT and multi-cloud.

■	Create innovative new solutions faster, with your SAP systems
in close proximity to ground-breaking Azure services.

Contact us to learn more about SAP on Azure from Fujitsu: AskFujitsuHQ@ts.fujitsu.com
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